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About This Game

In Primitive Survival you have to play for the survivor after the attack of the virus. You need to survive in every way in a hostile
world, to overcome various dangers: in addition to the zombies that will be hunting you, you need to find supplies of food and

water.

Collect resources, build a base, defend yourself against monsters, do everything to survive!

In Game:
- Open world;

- Search for various weapons, materials, resources, food, water and medicines;
- Food and water system;

- Craft system;
- Building system;

- Change of day / night;
- Counter of murders ...
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Title: Primitive Survival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Primitive Studio
Publisher:
Primitive Studio
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 duo +

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Magical girl v2\/20. Im Sorry to say that at lest on my rig that THIS GAME SUCKS!

The reasons are as follows, 1 there is no way that I could see to chaange the conrtols on the keybord.
2. there is no tutorial as to how to play ether the campan, or the survivl mode.
3. There is no way "at lest from what I could see" to learn how to play this game, because half the time whan you start the first
level you ether get hit by a rock distroying your ship or the screen just goes black, and you can't see.
So in short this game could be a lot of fun, but it still needs a lot of work.. This is absolutely the best video game ever. Get rid of
all your other games, now.. NovaLogic <3. Can't even bring myself to finish this

Past it outright being an incomplete PC game with general mapping issues (you can't
map\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to a controller or change keys and they're placed in unintuitive areas), the game is
just not fun to play.

This is supposedly an HD remake of a title released on the Nintendo DS in 2009. Ironically a straight up lazy port of the
Nintendo DS version would have been better than what we got. Instead the PC version is an enhanced remake of what was a
remake of a Commodore 64 game, albeit they stopped halfway through it and decided to release it as is.

This is an unfinished game. It's playable, but clearly unfinished. Even with what you can play it's really not all that hot. It's a very
basic mario rip-off from the era of platformers. The subsequent games in this small franchise are leagues better, and the only
reason I could recommend this is as a historical piece. Even then I'd just tell you to get the DS version on an emulator.. Whether it
was the cheesy dialogue or the terribly controls, I just couldn't get in to it. It's something to do with motorbikes with saws for wheels?
And robots?
Best I can describe it is like an endless runner but in short 5 minute stints with motorbikes. Maybe something worth your time but I
couldn't get in to it. Could also be because it's 1am but that's by the by. It didn't sell itself to me I'm afraid. Classic time management
game. Cute graphics and story.. if you are ruski this game is good meme
if you are normie americano gameplay is still addicting and fun. Game itself is fairly good. However the unlock system ruins it.
Three of the four campaigns are locked till you beat the previous one. You can’t win the campaign at first because Battleships and
Carriers are locked until you hit a certain level, as are the best weapons.

Someone took a good game and tried to artificially extend it. Not worth grinding through unless you have a lot of patience.
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This game is underrated. The gameplay is very enjoyable. Highly recommended.. Highly reccomended. I have gotten many
hours of entertainment out of the whole Shooter series. Not a lot of variation, and each game is basically like the other int he
series, but it's always fun to shoot wave after wave of grotesque monsters for a few hours.. The Game is great for Lan or local
co-op playing
its very good for a indie game shooter i love it

It has 0 glitches
cheap
fun
fast paced

its pretty fun and simple
. Very Good but Part two Scenario does not give you enough time to finish to achieve the final destination on time! a run time
issue from programming or development issue I'm sure an update would sort it out! I know this as I have completed them all
already! I can understand why there is a 25% discount, probably this is the reason!. The best Heroes of all Heroes. A cute little
adventure game, 15 minutes of gameplay, easy 100% achievement completion.. Such a solid idea. And believe me, I love
asymmetrical multiplayer VR games. This was a pretty fun one to play for about 5 minutes... that is until it's many, many
glitches started to show. One hero-controller (sometimes more, sometimes all) will stop performing functions for periods at a
time. The game itself pauses very frequently. 2\/5, fix the bugs it's a 4.. i can't find how to get the legendary item,and the "Azar"
Champion，that make me can't Complete my achievements list ，that fell terrible，and also we need chinese please~
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